Wizzen Trading
by Warren Bevan

Time To Bounce
Not the best week for stocks but the bull market remains intact and a little
refresh is great.
Banks and biotech are acting fine along with many other sectors, with a nod
to the miners late in the week.
Metals showed weakness this past week as we expected, but late in the
week I noticed some miners showing bounces off support areas.
Mining stocks nearly always lead the metals and they are telling me metals
area ready to bounce, at the very least.
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Gold lost 2.05% this past week and is now below the 4 moving averages.
That is terrible news, that said, unless wee remain under the 100 and 50 day
moving averages at $1,212 for a few days, itʼs not a big deal.
As I mentioned, miners showed some strength and Friday did print a Doji
bar which will be confirmed with a higher close Monday.
Doji bars often signify a change in direction.
Seems like the $1,212 level will be a good entry for a swing trade.

Silver slid 4.05% this past week and did not show a Doji bar on Friday.
Still, miners are telling of strength to come so letʼs see how Monday goes.
Iʼd consider $17.25 the buy area in silver with $18 the first support to keep
an eye on.
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Platinum fell hard losing 5.62% this past week but will move higher shortly if
the miners are correct.
Iʼd consider $960 the buy area if we do begin to move higher, or even
below if gold and silver show strength.
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Palladium lost 2.94% but has a few things going for it.
This horizontal channel has $740 as the low end so it looks like a buy zone
with the $790 area a profit taking level.
I donʼt have a lot more to say on this very cold day.
Stocks continue to trend upwards while metals look to be taking the turn up.
Monday or Tuesday should tell us if the metals are indeed set to bounce.
Warren
In my free, nearly weekly newsletter I include many links and charts which
cannot always be viewed through sites which publish my work. If you are having
difficulties viewing them please sign up in the right margin for free at
www.wizzentrading.com or send an email to warren@wizzentrading.com with
“subscribe” as the subject and receive the newsletter directly in your inbox, links
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and all. If you would like to subscribe and see what my portfolio consists of
please see here.
If you found this information useful, or informative please pass it on to your
friends or family.
Free Service
The free weekly newsletter “Wizzen Trading” does not purport to be a financial
recommendation service, nor do we profess to be a professional advisement service. Any action
taken as a result of reading “Wizzen Trading” is solely the responsibility of the reader. We
recommend seeking professional financial advice and performing your own due diligence before
acting on any information received through “Wizzen Trading”.
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